
Design and Loomotion of a Semi-PassiveMobile PlatformAmir Shapiro1 and Shraga Shoval21 Department of Mehanial Engineering, Ben Gurion University of the Negev,Beer Sheva 84105, Israel. ashapiro�bgu.a.il2 Department of Industrial Engineering & Management, College of Judea andSamaria, Ariel 44837, Israel. shraga�yosh.a.ilSummary. This paper presents a novel design and a motion planner for a semi-passive mobile robot. The robot onsists of an upper irular body and three identialsemi-passive driving mehanisms. Eah mehanism onsists of a passive wheel thatan freely roll, a rotation atuator along the normal axes and a linear atuator formotion along the radial diretion of the upper body enter. The robot is equippedwith an inlinometer to measure the surfae slope. Eah wheel is also equipped witha rotational enoder to measure roll. Using an odometri model, data from theseenoders determines vehile position. Kinemati analysis provides tools for designinga motion path that steers the robot to the desired loation, and determines thesingular on�gurations. Due to the passive roll, there is no longitudinal slippage,and lateral slippage is determined from the kinemati and odometri models. Thisenables aurate and reliable loalization even with slippage. A gait pattern planerfor downhill, as well as horizontal and uphill surfaes is presented. A prototype robothas been built and �eld tested. Experimental results verify the suggested models.Key words: passive motion planning, skid steering, slippage.1 IntrodutionWheel slippage is one of the dominant features that a�et the eÆieny, reli-ability, feasibility and stability of mobile robot motion. Unontrolled slippageauses undesired motions that result in erroneous position and orientation.The most ommon method for autonomous relative position estimate - odom-etry, is subjet to unbounded errors due to slippage [2℄, and requires an addi-tional positioning system (e.g. Map-Mathing, GPS, Beaon-Based Triangu-lation). This problem beomes ritial when no absolute positioning systemis available (e.g. spae, underground or indoor missions). Furthermore, ad-ditional tasks suh as trajetory planning and obstale avoidane annot bereliably performed in the presene of unontrolled slippage. Many researhersdeal with robot-surfae interation, partiularly on slippery terrains. Bidaudet. al. [1℄ deal with wheel-soil interation models. Iagnemma et. al. [7℄ de-sribe terrain estimation and sensing methodology using visual, tatile and



2 Amir Shapiro and Shraga Shovalvibrational feedbak. Ferretti et. al. [5℄ exploits high resolution enoders toompensate for non linear frition terms. Physis based motion ontrol thatinvolves a model of tration mehanis with the onsideration of fore distri-bution among the wheels is disussed in [3℄. In this approah the wheel-soilontat angle and the distribution of the load on eah wheel are onsidered,and a ontrol system maximizes tration between the vehile and the terrain.Yoshida and Hammano [11℄ investigate the tire-soil tration mehanis as wellas the body-suspension-wheel dynamis of a mobile robot.Conventional loomotion uses legs or powered wheels to generate motion.In ontrast, our robot relies on relative motion of the joints to generate motionof the entral body similar to the motion of a downhill skier on an iy sur-fae, or loomotion on rollerblades. A novel robot design that has the abilityto swith between skating and walking modes is the Roller-Walker [4℄. Thisquadruped robot has the ability to swith between walking and skating modes.Passive wheels at the end of eah leg fold at to allow the robot to walk. Inthe skating mode, the wheels are rotated into plae to allow the robot to arryout skating motion. Another example is the ROLLERBLADER [6℄. This robotis di�erent from the Roller Walker in its ability to raise the rollerblades o�the ground. This allows the use of gaits that mimi those used by humanrollerbladers. Shimizu [10℄ developed both a skiing robot and a snowboardingrobot that an model how humans perform turns on skis or snowboard.Semi-passive driving mehanism has several advantages over regular pow-ered mehanisms. First, no longitudinal slippage ours, given minimal fritionbetween the wheels and the surfae. The minimal frition is required for over-oming the rotational frition between the wheels and their housing, whih issigni�antly redued even by onventional bearings. The elimination of lon-gitudinal slippage is essential for aurate and reliable odometry, partiularlyfor outdoor missions. Using semi passive driving mehanism, ombined withintelligent motion planner an signi�antly redue the power onsumption ofthe vehile. Utilizing the powered mehanism only when required (e.g. trav-eling uphill or on horizontal surfae), while hanging to passive motion whenpossible (downhill travel or using the vehile inertia) an save signi�ant en-ergy onsumption, and therefore inrease the autonomy of the system. Finally,while replaing the passive wheels with ie skating blades it an move on slip-pery surfaes suh as ie utilizing the unique harateristi of small fritionfores on the longitudinal diretion and large frition fores on the lateraldiretion.The paper is organized as follows: In Setion 2 we desribe the robotdesign. Setion 3 provides kinemati analysis and geometrial insights of sin-gular on�gurations under no lateral slippage onditions. Setion 4 suggestsan odometri model for loalization and lateral slippage detetion. Setion5 desribes motion patterns for downhill, uphill and horizontal loomotion.Setion 6 presents experimental results that verify the motion planner andthe odometri model. Setion 7 provides the onlusions.



Design and Loomotion of a Semi-Passive Mobile Platform 32 Robot DesriptionThe robot onsists of an upper irular body and three idential semi-passivedriving mehanisms shown in Fig. 1(a). Eah driving mehanism onsists of apassive wheel that rolls freely along its longitudinal diretion. The mehanismhas two atuators: a rotational and a linear atuators shown in Fig. 1(b). Bothatuators use Pittman DC servo motors. The linear atuators use a lead srewmehanism with two parallel slide guides and linear bearings. The rotationalatuator uses timing belt mehanism to redue the total robot height andlower the enter of gravity. The robot is equipped with studded-like tires toinrease tration and redue slippage. The wheels an be easily replaes byie skating blades or skis for motion on iy or snowy surfaes. The robot isequipped with an inlinometer to measure the surfae slope.The robot is equipped with six degrees of freedom, allowing for hangesin the internal on�guration whih are required for various motion patterns(as desribed in the following setions). The rotation along the normal to theentral body determines the longitudinal rolling diretion of the wheel. Sinewheels are passive, we assume no longitudinal slippage (lateral slippage ispermitted)3. Eah of the passive wheels is equipped with a rotational enoderto measure rolling. Data from these enoders is used by the odometri modelfor relative position and orientation estimation of the robot. Furthermore,based on the kinemati and odometri models (disussed in Setions 3 and 4),the amount of lateral slippage on eah wheel an be determined.3 Kinemati AnalysisThe robot's -spae (on�guration spae) ontains nine parameters, q =(xb; yb; �b; d1; d2; d3; �1; �2; �3) 2 IR9, out of whih only six are atuated. Henethe robot's entral base is un-atuated. The goal is to design a motion path forthe atuated joints suh that it steers the entire robot to a desired loation.To begin, we ompute eah wheel's enter point loation and veloity usingrigid body transformation and its time derivative:pi = db +Rbdiri and _pi = _db +Rb _diri � _�bJRbdiri for i = 1; 2; 3 (1)where J = � 0 1�1 0� and Rb is the rotation matrix of the entral base angle�b. Assuming no lateral slippage, the wheel's enter point veloity has noomponent along the lateral diretion. Therefore:Ti _pi = 0 for i = 1; 2; 3 (2)where i = RbRi(1; 0)T is the lateral diretion of the ith wheel, and Ri is thewheel's rotation matrix of angle �i. Let us make the following de�nitions:3 This assumption is valid only for wheels with small inertia and for relatively smallaelerations.
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Fig. 1. (a) Prototype of the three wheeled robot, (b) design model of the wheelmehanism, and () the robot's parameters.V (q) = �diag(T1 Rbr1; T2 Rbr2; T3 Rbr3) 2 IR3�3 (3)and K(q) = 24 T1 �d1T1 JRbr1T2 �d2T2 JRbr2T3 �d3T3 JRbr3 35 2 IR3�3:The no-slippage onstraint (2) an now be written in matrix form as follows:� _db_�b � = G(q)0� _d1_d2_d31A where G(q) = K�1(q)V (q) 2 IR3�3: (4)



Design and Loomotion of a Semi-Passive Mobile Platform 5This onstraint depends on veloities as well as on the on�guration. There-fore, (4) introdues three non-holonomi onstraints, and the robot is said tobe a non-holonomi, under-atuated system. Let u = (ud;u�)T 2 IR6 be ve-tor of ontrol inputs, where ud = ( _d1; _d2; _d3)T and u� = ( _�1; _�2; _�3)T . Thenthe robot's kinemati system is:_q = �G(q)udu � : (5)The entral base veloity is uniquely determined by the atuators' veloi-ties only if G(q) has full rank. Moreover, existene and uniqueness of solutionto the robot's kinemati system is assured only if rank(K(q)) = 3. MatrixK(q) is of full rank if, and only if, the three lines l1; l2; and l3 do not inter-set in a single point and are not mutually parallel. Theses lines are given byli = pi + tii for i = 1; 2; 3, and ti is a length parameter along the ith line(Fig. 1()). If the robot is not in a singular on�guration, the entral baseveloity is fully ontrollable using the linear atuators veloities. Later on weuse this fat to ondut uphill motion. However, singular on�guration an beused for free slide in downhill motion.4 Odometri Model and Slippage DetetionIn this setion we desribe the odometri model of the robot and a methodfor slippage detetion. As previously disussed, eah wheel is equipped witha rotational enoder to measure the passive roll - �i, (Fig. 1()). Given theentral body veloity, the wheels' enter point veloity is omputed in (1).Taking the derivative of �i and multiplying by the wheel radius - Wr, givesthe ith wheel enter point longitudinal veloity. Equating the latter term withthe ith wheel enter point veloity projeted on the longitudinal diretion,denoted ~i = �Ji, results in:~Ti _pi = _�iWr for i = 1; 2; 3 (6)Based on (6) it is possible to evaluate the entral base veloities while mea-suring the passive wheels' rotation veloities and the atuators' positions andveloities. Let us de�ne the 3� 3 matrix ~K(q) as follows:~K(q) = 24 ~T1 �d1~T1 JRbr1~T2 �d2~T2 JRbr2~T3 �d3~T3 JRbr3 35 2 IR3�3; (7)then entral base veloity is determined by:0� _xb_yb_�b1A = ~K�1(q)0� _�1Wr � _d1~T1 Rbr̂1_�2Wr � _d2~T2 Rbr̂2_�3Wr � _d3~T3 Rbr̂31A :Numerial integration of the entral base veloity along the motion pathdetermines the robot's entral base position. Note that as long as ~K(q) is



6 Amir Shapiro and Shraga Shovalnot singular it is possible to alulate the base position even under lateralslippage. Matrix ~K(q) is of full rank if, and only if, the three lines ~l1; ~l2; and~l3 do not interset in a single point and are not mutually parallel, where~li = pi+~ti~i for i = 1; 2; 3, and ~ti is a length parameter along the ~li line (Fig.1()).Slippage detetion method: After evaluating the entral body veloi-ties, it is possible to ompute eah wheels' enter point veloity aording to(1). This veloity vetor, _pi, an be divided into two omponents: the longi-tudinal omponent, ~Ti _pi, and the radial omponent,_si = Ti _pi for i = 1; 2; 3:Note that _si is the lateral veloity of the wheel enter point. If the three lines~l1,~l2 and ~l3 (Fig. 1()) do not interset in a single point and are not mutuallyparallel, then we an expliitly ompute the amount of lateral slippage of eahwheel.5 Motion PatternsIn this setion we desribe the motion patterns of the robot. Sine motion isbased on a semi-passive mehanism, there are two major patterns: Uphill andhorizontal loomotion, and downhill motion.5.1 Uphill and Horizontal LoomotionIn horizontal or uphill loomotion, gravitational fore annot be used to on-dut motion. Rather, the robot atuators produe the required entral bodyveloity. The motion planning problem is as follows: For a given path, �(t)of the robot's entral body, what should be the atuators' veloities. TheLa�erriere and Sussmann method [9℄ is an example of suh a motion plan-ning method for under-atuated non-holonomi systems. The La�erriere andSussmann method requires the system to be nilpotent (i.e. high order of Lieproduts vanish). However, our system ontains trigonometri funtion whosederivatives never vanish and therefore is not nilpotent. Eq.(4) shows that, inorder to provide the robot's entral body with any desired veloity, the linearjoints should supply the joint's veloitiesud = V �1(q)K(q)� _db_�b �desired where � _db_�b �desired = _�(t): (8)Applying the veloities desribed in (8) to the linear atuators provides theentral body with the desired veloity and it preisely follows the �(t) path.This motion is limited by the linear atuators' stroke. When one of the linearatuators reahes its limit, all atuators stop. Next, the linear atuators returnto their initial on�guration without ausing the robot's entral body to move.From (3) we notie that if the matrix V (q) is the 3�3 zero matrix, motion of



Design and Loomotion of a Semi-Passive Mobile Platform 7the linear atuators will not a�et motion of the robot's entral body. V (q) isa diagonal matrix with the terms Ti Rbri on the diagonal. The Ti Rbri termsvanish if eah i is perpendiular to Rbri. This happens only when the wheelsare in the radial diretions.Figure 2 illustrates the priniple of our motion patterns for linear motionand for irular motion around the robot's enter. Motion onsists of foursteps, in whih some or all wheels hange their angular and/or linear on-�guration resulting in the desired path for the robot's entral body. Othertrajetories an be generated using similar patterns.

Fig. 2. Horizontal and uphill motion patternsLinear motion pattern onsists on four phase motion: First the fronttwo wheels (wheels 2 and 3) rotate ��2 and ��3 to the required on�guration(Step I). Next, the linear atuators of wheels 2 and 3 move to provide thedesired veloity to the entral body (step II). The atuators move �d2 and�d3, resulting in a longitudinal motion of wheels 2 and 3 of �p2 and �p3, anda entral body linear motion of �db. It should be noted that �p2 = �p3 =�d2 os��3, and �db = �d2 sin��3. One the linear atuators reah theirmaximum stroke, the wheels rotate suh that their longitudinal axes oinidewith the radial diretion to the base enter (in our ase ���2 and ���3).Finally, the linear atuators return to their initial on�guration.Cirular motion pattern: In the �rst step all wheels simultaneously ro-tate �� at the same diretion. Next, all linear atuators move simultaneouslythe same distane �d. This linear motion generates tangential fores that ro-tate the robot's body ��b around its enter. One the linear atuators reahtheir limit, the wheels rotate suh that their longitudinal axes oinide withthe radial diretion to the base enter and the linear atuators return to their



8 Amir Shapiro and Shraga Shovalinitial on�guration. The rotation around the robot enter ��b is given by��b = �dd tan(��)where d is distane between the robot enter and the wheels. Aording tothis equation, larger rotation angle of the wheels �� in step I inreases therotation of the robot's body in step II. However, �� = 90Æ is a singularon�guration in whih the body an rotate freely with around its enter.It also should be noted that as the wheels approah the robot's enter, therotation rate inreases for the same ��. However, the frition fores requiredfor this rotation inrease, and eventually break the stati frition onstraint,resulting in a lateral slippage of the wheels.Other trajetories an be generated using similar patterns. For example, arotation around one of the robot's wheels is shown in Figure 3 (in this �gurearound wheel 3). In step I wheel 2 rotate 60Æ and wheel 3 rotate 90ir tothe on�guration shown. Next, the linear atuator of wheel 1 generates therotation of the body by moving d1. In step III the wheels rotate bak to theradial on�guration and in step IV the linear atuator of wheel 1 returns tothe initial on�guration.

Fig. 3. Motion pattern for rotation about wheel 3.5.2 Downhill LoomotionIn downhill motion the gravitational fore is used for dragging the robot down-wards. For irular motion the lines li's interset in a single point and the



Design and Loomotion of a Semi-Passive Mobile Platform 9matrix K(q) is singular. In this ase the robot is onstrained to move alongan ar shaped path. The enter of the ar is in the intersetion point of thel1,l2 and l3 lines. Sine the robot is an Euler-Lagrange system and sine thereis frition in the wheels' bearings, the system is passive and governed bygravitational potential energy. Aording to Koditshek [8℄ the on�gurationin whih the system's potential energy is minimal is an asymptotial stableequilibrium point of the system. Aording to this observation, we �nd theradius and enter of urvatures at eah point of the desired motion path. Thenwe ontinuously set the li's intersetion point at the enter of urvature of thedesired path by hanging the robot's on�guration. This way, the robot pas-sively glides along the desired path. In the "snow-plough" motion two wheelsare rotated in a "snow-plough" on�guration, while the third wheel is usedfor steering. In this mode, speed is ontrolled aording to the slide angle ofthe wheels relative to the motion diretion. Figure 4 shows these two patternsfor downhill motion.

Fig. 4. Downhill motion patterns6 Experimental ResultsIn this setion we desribe the experiments onduted with our autonomousrobot, shown in Figure 1(a).In the �rst experiment we examine the linear motion pattern on a horizon-tal surfae. Figure 5 shows the robot on�guration (rotation angle and linearatuator of all wheels) during motion. Wheels 2 and 3 perform the requiredrotation and translation as shown in �gure 2, while wheel 1 remains passive.The seond part of �gure 5 shows the atual wheels loations during motionas determined by our odometri model. Although the nominal path of therobot enter is linear, atual path is not linear and bends to the right. This isexpeted as the experiment is onduted on a non-homogenous surfae, andlateral slippage ours, espeially during stage II. This is also the reason forthe osillated motion of wheel 1, whih nominally remains passive during thatmotion. However, the slippage is learly deteted by the odometri model.
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Fig. 5. Atual paths determined by the odometri model in horizontal linear motionFigure 6 shows the robot on�guration (rotation angle and linear atuatorof all wheels) during irular motion around the enter of the robot. Instead ofreturning to initial on�guration (Step III in Figure 2) all wheels are rotated�2�� before the linear atuators return. This way rotation of the entralbody ontinues during Step IV, resulting in a double rotation angle for a fullmotion period.

Fig. 6. Atual paths determined by the odometri model in horizontal irularmotionFigure 7 shows a downhill motion using the "snow-plough" method. Inthis motion all linear atuators remains stationary, and wheels 2 and 3 arerotated until motion starts. Returning to the initial radial on�guration stopsthe motion. The odometri model shows idential, parallel and near-linearmotion of all wheels and robot's body. The non-linearity of the path oursat the beginning and end of motion due to rotation of the wheels.Finally we show an experiment for downhill rotation. In the experimentshown in �gure 8, the robot rotates around wheel 3 aording to the pattern
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Fig. 7. Atual paths determined by the odometri model in linear downhill motionshown in �gure 4. In this pattern wheels 1 and 2 rotate ��i suh that l1 and l2(lines through wheels 1 and 2 in the lateral diretion) interset at the ontatpoint of wheel 3. The robot rotates about wheel 3 and stops when in reahesa minimal potential energy position.
Fig. 8. Atual paths determined by the odometri model in linear downhill motion7 ConlusionsIn this paper we present a mobile robot, designed for motion on slippery sur-faes. Motion is performed by hanges in the internal on�guration of therobot, using passive rolling studded-like wheels. Kinemati model determinesthe required joints' veloities that steer the robot to a target position. Odo-metri model aurately determines the robot's position even in the preseneof slippage. A method for evaluating the lateral slippage based on the odo-metri and kinemati models is presented. Gait patterns for motion up anddown hills, as well as on horizontal surfae are presented. Experimental re-sults verify our models and slippage estimate, and show the reliability andauray of motion on slippery surfaes. Field experiments for the suggested
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